Care team rounds provide important connection points in the daily routine of in-facility patient stays. Through quick patient status checks, care teams have the opportunity to answer questions, provide updates, and collaborate on care delivery.

But the logistics of visiting each patient can be costly, compounding the impact of staff shortages. And coupled with the need to use new personal protective equipment (PPE) for each visit, daily in-person rounds can drain limited resources.

Lenovo Virtual Rounding preserves valuable face-to-face time, making daily rounds more efficient, convenient, and safe. This purpose-built, Microsoft Teams-certified solution makes secure patient-to-provider sharing easy.

The value of going virtual

- **Less PPE**
  Limit the number of times providers need to wear and discard PPE

- **Less infection exposure**
  Reduce the risk of healthcare-associated infections (HAIs) for providers and patients

- **Provider flexibility**
  Visit all patients without travel time between offices, campus buildings, or floors

- **Patient access**
  Communicate easily with a broader care team, including specialists
A room with a “View”

Lenovo ThinkSmart™ View is designed specifically for Microsoft Teams videoconferencing. With a compact footprint, it’s easily accessible bedside. And with an 8” touchscreen display, built-in speaker, and far-field mic array, clear video and audio make it easy to focus on the conversation.

When appropriately configured, Lenovo Virtual Rounding meets regulations protecting patient privacy.

A ThinkSmart View in each patient room is configured for simplicity and patient privacy. The call is answered on the View and the video chat starts right away. On their end, providers select the patient they want to visit by room number, connecting with one touch. A provider’s smartphone, tablet, or laptop connects to the View from any location. When the chat ends, Microsoft Teams removes the call history and all personal information from the View. No data is ever stored on the device.

An easy solution for IT

Does your organization use multiple video conferencing platforms? No problem. Simply consolidate existing conferencing systems with Teams. And if you’re using Microsoft 365, Teams may already be on board!

Configured and supported

To ensure seamless integration and device setup, Lenovo Services provides remote deployment and configuration, as well as advanced technical and maintenance support. Optional services are also available to help evaluate your needs, right-size your solution, and understand licensing choices.

Start virtual rounds today!

Contact your Lenovo representative to find out how. Lenovo Virtual Rounding. That’s smarter.
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